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My wife and I used to visit an elderly lady in one of the local assisted care facilities.  One thing 

that was a certainty when we’d stop to see her was that, as soon as we set foot into her room, 

she’d offer us something to eat.  “Would you like a cookie?”  “No thanks.  We just ate on the way 

here.”  Then she’d root around in the freezer.  “How ‘bout an ice cream bar?  Would you like an 

ice cream bar?”  “No thanks.  Really.  We’re fine.”  Then she’d go to the refrigerator.  “I have 

some cheese cake.  How about a slice?”  All we wanted to do was visit with her, but eventually 

we learned that there would be no visiting until we had something to eat. 

 

In today’s Gospel, Martha seems to be the same way.  I can almost picture Jesus entering the 

house and being greeted by Mary and Martha: “Jesus!  So good to see you.  Have a seat.  Can we 

get you something to eat?”  “No thanks.  I’d just like to rest; I’m beat.  I’ve been traveling all over 

the region.  People have been crowding me in like crazy everywhere I go, and the Scribes and 

Pharisees won’t leave me alone.  In fact, I’m on my way to Jerusalem, and what a time that is 

going to be!  Sit down with me and I’ll tell you all about it.”  So Mary sits down and listens 

attentively to the Lord.  But Martha, like the lady my wife and I visited, is intent on waiting on 

Jesus hand and foot.  I’m sure she had good intentions and she was simply following the custom 

of the day, but it seems as though her hospitality turned into an obsession, because she became 

burdened by much serving.  Then she noticed that Mary wasn’t helping and complained to Jesus.  

At that point she was so obsessed with the work that she became distracted and shifted the focus 

to herself instead of Jesus.  “I’m doing all the work, and she just sits there, not helping me a bit!”  

Jesus told Martha that Mary was right where she was supposed to be, and let her know that her 

priorities were out of whack. 

 

It’s important to note here that Jesus wasn’t poo-pooing Martha’s hospitality.  Hospitality was 

and is important.  Service to others is one of the ways we evangelize.  We preach the Gospel by 

being Jesus to others, who came not to be served but to serve.  So hospitality is important. But 

Martha’s hospitality turned from service into a burden.  She was so anxious and worried about 
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hospitality in the form of serving that she forgot about the hospitality of actually paying attention 

to Jesus. 

 

How many of us can relate to Martha?  How many of us become so distracted with things that 

aren’t that important in the grand scheme of things that we forget to pay attention to Jesus?   

 

I want to share with you my recent experience in this area.  Over the past several months I’ve 

been working on refinishing a bar top.  I almost finished it once, but after I had applied several 

coats of polyurethane I realized that I wasn’t getting the results I wanted.  So I had to sand the 

entire bar top down to bare wood and start over.  Instead of using polyurethane, I planned to 

use a two-part epoxy resin that I had never worked with before.  Because I didn’t want to have 

to redo my redo, I researched a bunch of websites and looked at several YouTube videos for tips 

and tricks.  Finishing the bar top and putting that project behind me was all I could think about.  

It stressed me out because I did not want to screw it up and have to redo it again.  Then, about 

the same time I was getting ready to epoxy the bar top, it was also time to start reflecting on 

today’s readings and begin to work on my homily.  I quickly discovered that, like Martha, I was 

anxious and worried about many things.  That reality came to me early one day when I was 

technically doing Morning Prayer, but I was really just saying empty words while my mind kept 

working on the bar top and my homily.  Instead of my prayer being a time to be with the Lord 

like Mary, I became obsessed with things that weren’t nearly as important, forgot to pay 

attention to Jesus, and missed the chance to sit at His feet. 

 

I bet the same thing happens to you.  It might even be happening right now.  Maybe you’re 

thinking about whether or not you remembered to turn the roast down before you left home.  

Or whether you locked the door on your way out.  Or how you hope the weather cooperates with 

your upcoming tee time or cookout.  Or how you can’t wait to hit the water this afternoon to do 

some tubing or waterskiing.  Maybe you’re thinking about a cancer diagnosis or other disease or 

illness.  Or you’re worried about an upcoming job interview.  Or maybe you’re thinking that the 

deacon’s homilies are too long.  There are a million things that could be churning in our minds.  
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But can you remember what the responsorial psalm was?  Or who wrote today’s Gospel?  Or 

what the first reading was about? 

 

Like Martha, it’s easy for us to become distracted and forget what’s really important.  So I want 

to make a suggestion.  In a few minutes the collection will be taken up.  As the basket comes to 

you, place into it not only your financial offering, but also whatever anxiety, worry, distraction, 

or burden keeps you from paying attention to the Lord.  St. Theresa of Avila said, “Let nothing 

perturb you, nothing frighten you. All things pass. God alone does not change.”  No matter how 

significant or important we think those things are, they are temporary.  But the Lord is forever. 

It’s far more important to pay attention to Him than letting those other things consume our 

minds.  Plus, when we have our priorities right and put God first, our burdens become easier to 

bear, because he bears them with us.  So take all those things and place them in the collection 

basket.  Then, when the gifts are brought forward and the offertory is placed at His feet, place 

yourself at His feet, freed from all the stuff that was keeping you from paying proper attention to 

Him. 

 

Try the same thing when you pray at home, in the car, or wherever you pray.  First, give to the 

Lord all the things that keep you from being attentive to Him.  Then pray.  In all that we do, at 

Mass, in prayer, in our hospitality and service to others, and in our daily lives, we need to keep 

our priorities straight; not being anxious and worried about many things, but instead always 

placing the Lord first, always being at His feet, always choosing the better part. 

 


